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Abstract - Through the express expansion of the Internet, the 
antivirus software of the set of connections is for eternity 
promising and continuously altering. Conventional recognition 
techniques can’t efficiently destroy the innovative viruses and 
malevolent software, the difficulty of which also creates itself 
trouble-free to be harassed by malevolent software. The 
materialization of cloud computing has distorted the position 
quo. Therefore, the structural design replica of virus malware 
recognition based on cloud computing is planned in this 
document. Based on the permutation of the technique for 
perceiving malevolent software virus support on cloud 
computing and the algorithm examination hypothesis in 
appliance knowledge a original form of scattered MVR 
algorithm is projected and the congested atmosphere of cloud 
computing fundamental apparatus nodules is used to 
appreciate self-motivated activities supervise to the virus 
malware, then the scattered fluctuations MVR algorithm is 
worn to illustrate the method of energetic examination and 
investigation treatment, moreover, the gesture algorithm is 
conceded out analogous development support on the 
examination of the surroundings Investigational consequences 
demonstrate that the reproduction be able to perceive the 
provisional activate performance of virus malware, 
consequently as to come across the circumstances for 
triggering malevolent performance and the contribution 
information that gratify these circumstances and the recital of 
this monitoring arrangement is to the highest degree get 
better measure up to by means of the frequent solitary 
mechanism scheme 
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1.INTRODUCTION  

By means of the enlargement and trendy of Internet 
submission expertise, network sanctuary has been 
remunerated additional and extra concentrations. A great 
deal of antivirus software has been expanded. Antivirus 
software is for the most part to execute real -occasion 
supervising and examine flaccid. On the other hand, the 
effectualness of conventional recognition techniques has 
been extensively queried. Due to the conventional 

recognition techniques can’t efficiently slaughter the 
innovative viruses and malevolent software, and the 
difficulty of which also creates  itself   simple to be assaulted 
by malevolent software. The materialization of cloud 
computing has modified the position quo. Cloud computing 
technology be a merchandise of the incorporation of 
disseminated computing, crisscross computing, convenience 
computing, virtualization knowledge and additional 
processor knowledge and association equipment. It 
congregates a huge numeral of processor possessions, and 
make available customers with a assortment of IT examines 
from end to end by the Internet, and then the consumers 
reimburse a charge in agreement with the quantity of the 
utilize. Cloud computing technology can make available 
sanctuary examines to conclusion customers. Cloud 
sanctuary examines, explicitly, a great numeral of consumers 
are utilized to supervise the performance of the software in 
the complex to search out the most recent in sequence of the 
malevolent software, such as Trojans, worms and furthers, 
and these in sequence is send to th e cloud server for 
mechanical examination and dispensation, to finish, the 
resolutions of these virus malware are launch to every one 
consumer. Based on this, this manuscript momentarily 
commences the connected equipment, uses the MVR 
algorithm to illustrate the procedure of the perceive ion and 
examination of apprehensive organizers, focus on the 
disseminated virus recognition apparatus in the on the 
whole structural design, and illustrate the virus malware 
self-motivated performance examination organization in 
aspect. In accumulation a stationary performance 
recognition technique based on cloud computing is projected 
on the foundation of on the whole structural design of cloud 
computing - customer, and an optimized disseminated MVR 
algorithm is utilized in the cloud computing scattered 
atmosphere and from end to end the amalgamation of neural 
arrangement to apprehend the arrangement of apprehensive 
organizers. Experimentation in cloud platform Eucalyptus 
prove that the representation can perceive the provisional 
activate performance of virus malware, so as to find the 
circumstances for activating malevolent performance and 
the participation information that convince these 
circumstances, and the presentation of this supervising  
coordination is significantly enhanced evaluate with the 
frequent particular mechanism coordination. 
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2. Key Technologies 

2.1 Cloud Technology   
 
                     Cloud technology submits to a hosting equipment 
that the hardware , software, association and other 
possessions are amalgamated to accomplish the 
computation, storage space, dispensation and distribution of 
the information in the extensive area arrangement or 
restricted region association. It is a merchandise of the 
enlargement of grid compute, disseminated compute, 
usefulness compute, virtualization equipment and overhaul 
tilting equipment. Cloud compute constructs filled utilize of 
Internet to congregate a huge numeral of software and 
hardware possessions to form a enormous collection of 
possessions. the commonplace consumers can take pleasure 
in the IT examine supply by Internet. Cloud computing 
military are separated into IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS three types. 
This document colligates the solutions of dissimilar 
manufacturer, and assembles a cloud computing structural 
design. Cloud computing arrangement is a four layers 
arrangement including: SOA component layer, the middle 
layer of management, resource pool layer, physical resource 
layer. Data center is the core of cloud computing technology, 
and its reliability has a great impact on the upper layer 
services, Google and other companies attach great 
importance to the construction of data centers. 

 

Figure 1. Cloud Technology 

2.2 Eucalyp Open Source 
                         Eucalyp is the open source software research 
framework, it uses the modular design, and the components 
of which can be upgraded and replaced, so as to provide a 
good research platform for related researchers. Eucalyp 
relies on Xen for virtualization. Eucalyp provides access to 
computing resources and data through a variety of 
interfaces.  
 
2.3 MVR Algorithm 
 
                          Distributed MVR algorithm system is 
undirected graph S= (V, E), V is a collection of nodes, it refers 
to the process of the collection in this paper, E is the channel 
of nodes, it refers to the process of communication among 
the channels of communication messages in this paper [11]. 
Process state information is a collection of all relevant 

variables state in the process. System configuration is a 
collection of related state of all processes in the system. In 
this paper, C represents all possible configurations in the 
distributed algorithm system. The protocol P of the 
distributed system is a collection of two elements that 
defines in C, namely " -»". A calculation process e of the 
protocol p is a maximal sequence, the sequence satisfies: 

e=γ0, γ1…, γi, γi+1, i≥0，∀ γi∈ С：γi-》γi+1. Assuming that 

theγi+1 is present, or γi is the termination configuration. The 
maximum sequence indicates that the sequence is either an 
infinite sequence or a finite sequence. In this system, all 
possible computation sets are Ɛ. 

Assuming that x┡ Ρ represents：X∈ Χ satisfies the assertion 

P that defines in C. Definition 1: Assuming that T represents 
a task, SPT represents an examination rule of T, thus: ∀ e∈ ε∷ 

e┡ SPT. 

Assuming that MVR starts the operation from a process 
called the root node, the process is represented by r. Rule 1: 
The finite calculation process: e=γ0, γ1…γi, γi+1, γt∈ ε is a 
MVR cycle process, when the following conditions are true: if 
the process r calculatesγ0-»γ1 broadcast a message m, then: 

[MVR1]Any process p≠r has only i∈ [1，t-1], which meets p 

in the broadcast phase. 

[MVR2]In the γt, r accepts the confirmation message that 
sent by any non root process participates in the broadcast 
phase 

3 . Virus Recognition Organization based on Cloud 
Computing 
 
3.1 Overall Framework 
 
                        This manuscript in attendances with the 
structural design of the cloud recognition, mutually with the 
subsequent constituents: First is the beam swarm mediator 
software. It can be scuttle on the incurable organization, 
such as the desktop organization and transportable strategy, 
this curriculum can recognize the new-fangled apprehensive 
organizers, and launch these organizers to the cloud for 
examination. Followed is the association examine 
constituent, the constituent can acknowledge the 
apprehensive organizers from the substitute congregation 
curriculum, the dissimilar marketable antivirus engines are 
establish to comparable consider the apprehensive 
organizers, so as to uncover virus malware. At the equivalent 
moment the activities investigation engine is exercised to 
investigate the accounted apprehensive folders, and then the 
consequences are accounted to the congregation 
representative, so as to conclude whether these 
apprehensive organizers are protected. The preceding is the 
documentation overhaul constituent, it a mass in sequence 
concerning the consequences of the organizer examination, 
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and make available an crossing point for uncertainty and in 
commission organization  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 2. Overall Framework of Virus Detection       
System based on Cloud Computing 

As shown in Figure 2, in attendance there are two significant 
constituents in the set of connections examine segment: One 
is the beam recognition engine - the compilation of the 
assorted recognition examination engine, the further is the 
weighty recognition examination engine - performance 
recognition engine. The two recognition engines can set 
aside the recognition consequence in sequence from side to 
side the documentation repair constituent and supply the 
consumers with organization and investigate examine. 

3.2.Disseminated Beam Recognition Engine 

Host Negotiator Software 
                          The hub ingredient of the congregation 
mediator software is the organizer UID originator. organizer 
UID producer affords the succinct explanation of the 
apprehensive organizers. organizer UID preserve be the 
merely explanation of the organizer. The simplest technique 
to get organizer UID is to utilize the organizer secret word 
jumble occupation technique The organizer secret word 
jumble occupation can make available a comparatively 
superior security adjacent to assaults. 
 
Network Examination Constituent 

                              In the structural design, the  largest part 
significant constituent is the set of connections examine 
ingredient, which receives on the assignment of investigate 
apprehensive organizers. The hub of the set of connections 
examine is to establish whether the propose apprehensive 
organizers are virus malware or customary organizers. 
Dissimilar from the recently presented examination 
schemes, the cloud calculate disseminated matching 
atmosphere is second-hand in the structural design, each 
submitted organizer is distinguish and investigated by a 

position of recognition locomotive, so as to establish 
whether the organizer is malevolent documentation.  

Recognition Engine Location 

                              Owing to the scalability, the organization can 
subjectively append supplementary recognition engine. In 
the cloud, the beam and profound recognition performance 
are equally exercised to evaluate. The analogous recognition 
and examination engine necessitates teamwork and 
interactive in sequence to get better the exposure good 
organization This dissertation apply Eucalyptus open source 
cloud calculate display place to accomplish precise structural 
design. Based on the distinctiveness of open spring cloud 
calculate gather executive, a disseminated algorithm 
pedestal on greatest self-governing set is projected. The 
algorithm make use of gluttonous algorithm to choose the 
nodule as the self-governing position, so as to assemble 
smallest amount govern position, that is, highest self-
governing position. Then the thought of separate and 
surmount is employ to insert non autonomous connectivity 
to attach autonomous situate. 

3.3 Self-motivated Behavior Analysis system of Virus 
Malware 

                                 Based on the disseminated atmosphere of 
cloud computing technologies, the dispersed vacillation 
algorithm is enhanced, virus position is supplementary on 
the foundation of the innovative essential MVR gesticulate 
algorithm. What time the performance of virus malevolent 
software is establish the equivalent nodule instantly situates 
the condition of the virus, concludes the complete 
investigation development and appearances the 
investigation account, then statements to the universal 
customers that the virus malevolent software is originate. 
The structural design of this paper is supported on the 
examination and investigation of the multi bough pathway of 
the virus malware based on cloud computing. Cloud 
arrangement structural design can be exercised to 
investigate for extra than one boughes of virus malware, so 
as to get better the effectiveness . 

Algorithm Description 

                    MVR algorithm consists of four foremost juncture: 
transmit stage, reaction stage, reaction stage traces, and the 
virus stage. For  regulate  and to get better the good 
organization the reaction segment and the permission 
segment can be put into practice concurrently. In this 
manuscript the MVR algorithm can make sure with the 
intention of the two segments don’t affect every one other. In 
the attack phase, the elimination technique of the sheet 
nodule is corresponding to the interior nodule As shown in 
Figure 3, the crackdown segment is to eradicate the 
sequence suggestions of the preceding MVR algorithm, and 
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make groundings for the subsequently MVR algorithm 
succession. 

3.4 Static Behavior Analysis System of Virus Malware 

                           The technique based on the motionless 
performance examination is the technique that the 
apprehensive organizer organization call progression is 
statically investigated to resolve the performance of the 
virus malevolent software. The catalog keep informed 
occurrence of the recognition technique based on the 
motionless performance is distant underneath the 
uncovering technique based on the feature assessment, the 
characteristic regulations of many viruses malware are 
dissimilar, but they have the identical behavioral 
distinctiveness So once the innovative malware assault 
become visible it is redundant to modernize the 
characteristic catalog. 

4 .Experimental Analyses 

                            This paper measure up to the virus 
recognition and investigation coordination based on cloud in 
the midst of supplementary virus recognition and 
investigation techniques, together with MyDoom, NetSky, 
Tribe Flood Network (TFN), and wonderful Keylogger. 
investigational atmosphere host Pentium 2.8 GHz, dual core 
CPU, 4GB RAM. Operating system: Ubuntu 8.10, version: 
Linux2.6.30.  
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

                        By means of the speedy expansion of Internet 
knowledge, the virus malevolent software increases from 
side to side the urbanized association. Traditional 
recognition systems can’t successfully slaughter the 
innovative viruses and malevolent software. On the other 
hand, the authoritative disseminated work out competence 
of cloud computing are utilized to carry on the successful 
observe of virus malware and its variations has develop into 
a inclination.  
                          In observation of this circumstances, this 
manuscript recommends a representation of virus 
recognition structural design based on cloud computing. 
This representation primarily consists of three ingredient: 
the dispersed corresponding uncovering instrument, the 
self-motivated performance examination and recognition 
instrument, the standing performance investigation and 
appreciation machinery of virus malware. In the cloud 
computing surroundings, the MVR algorithm is practical to 
neural association preparation to categorize apprehensive 
organizers, and scrutinize the stationary performance of 
malevolent software.        
              
            The MVR algorithm is functional to the self-motivated 
performance examination of the virus malware, which 
supplementary improves the effectiveness of the 

investigation.In accumulation, the greatest self-determining 
set algorithm is exploited to decide on the fundamental 
contraption nodule to optimize association configuration. 
These are the most important modernization summit of this 
manuscript.  The investigational consequences demonstrate 
that the disseminated corresponding discovery based on 
cloud computing technology to a great extent get better the 
recognition accurateness contrasted with the solitary 
processor organization.  

               The stationary performance examination technique 
based on cloud computing has muscular simplification 
capability and elevated exactitude Compared with the 
conventional technique, discovery velocity of this technique 
has to a great extent enhanced. Excluding  because the 
recognition is synchronously concluded in every one 
fundamental contraption nodule, so the organization   
predicament of every one fundamental piece of equipment 
nodule is a key predicament. The exhaustively learning of the 
predicament has be converted into a blistering investigate 
theme. 
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